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This Wednesday Sandbox gathering we learn how to play with
fire with Melanie. We will cover basic fireplay equipment (what it
is, where to get it), basic safety practices (fire awareness, basic
precautions, creating a safe setting for your scene, what will go
wrong and what to do when it does), fireplay scene negotiation
for tops and bottoms, basic fire wand techniques, fireplay
"special effects" (using atomizers and flash cotton), erotic
fireplay, fire cupping (if we can get cups), and fireplay aftercare.
There will be a demo bottom and a chance for others to
experience receiving fire.
Fire play is one form of what is
termed edge play. It is also an
advanced form of play. The term
advanced is used here not
necessarily to imply that one has to
be in the lifestyle for a long time
before attempting to do fire play, but
rather that one should be mentored
by one who is an experienced fire
player instead of reading about it
and trying learn it on one's own. Fire
play is also a sensual play, meaning that it is more
orientated toward sensual pleasure rather than toward pain.
Fire play is the only BDSM play form where there are always
three living entities involved. Fire if left uncontrolled can ,
and will take on a life of its own so it should always be
considered a living entity .The other two entities are the
Dominant and the submissive. The Dominant fire player
needs the ability to control all three at the same time to
make a great and safe scene. From
http://edmontonosociety.org/doc/fireplay.htm
The fire play begins after dinner at 8pm. I invite you to join us,
though as always what ever choice you make you will be
honored in.
After the event here is what Patti had to say (posted with her
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permission)
"last night at sandbox, i had the pleasure of being the demo
receiver of fire from melanie the fire giver! it was a
wonderful experience for me and i heard it was helpful to
others present who had little or no understanding as to why
anyone would want to play with fire! i wanted to share some
of my experience with those who may have been afraid of
the idea of fire play and missed out on a wonderful
opportunity to be 'enlightened'. :)
with lovely melanie as the presenter and fire giver, i knew i
was in good hands. as mentioned, melanie attended a
two-day intensive workshop at pre-beltane on fire play. after
completing the workshop, i was one of her first recipients.
we played outside, which added much to the experience. i
am most grateful for david's drumming,
both then and last night. drumming brings so much to
creating atmosphere and for me an inner calm open to
receiving. thank you, kindly dear david.
it was very relaxing, even while pushing boundaries. the
warmth of being under a flame as she blows it across my
exposed, slightly chilled skin is a highly sensual and even at
times erotic experience. the instrument used in fire play is
called a torch. for reasons which need no explanation, i
prefer to call it a firewand. the times when she literally runs
the firewand across my back, then runs her hand lightly
along the same path right after feels delicious, kind of like a
light massage with heat. mostly it was just a moving
sensation of warmth and a caress spreading out all over my
body. sometimes she would run over a ticklish spot and i
would shiver. less frequently, i would feel the heat in a sharp
but brief moment, not too startling; kind of like the snap of a
rubber band. right after refueling with the alcohol, when she
was dragging the wand across my skin i could feel
simultaneously the cooling wetness of the alcohol and the
warmth of the hungry flame licking it up! ooooooo...yummy
shivers!
lying on my belly, i cannot see the fire. because i trust her it
is actually easier for me to receive not seeing. once i turn
over and can see the fire, it is definitely pushing boundaries
for me, as i watch the wand, engulfed in flame coming up
close to my breasts. sometimes i had to close my eyes and
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say to myself, "ah...yes, i do trust melanie" or hum, "yes,
melanie loves me", especially when she introduced me to
flash cotton. although so named, it is not
actually cotton, but nitrocellulose, the ingredient used in
flash paper for theatrical effects. she pulled it apart into light
wispy pieces and spread it across my tummy, just below my
breasts. yeah, it was pretty theatrical! *BIG* rubber band
snap!! campfire on patti! wow!
initially when asked about intensity of impact, wincing at the
thought i opted for none. however, in a brief demonstration
of what she meant, she tapped the wand across my buttocks
in a light spanking motion...i found myself moaning....more
please. now that really surprised me! what's that all about?
hm, not telling! melanie gently brought me down from my
journey with what her instructor called the 'excedrin
treatment', where she warmed up her hands by holding the
flame in her outstretched palm, closed them to snuff it out
and then transferred the warmth to my face and forehead.
yummy
warmth, gentle touch, lovely closing with a loving hug. in
aftercare, sitting wrapped up in melanie's signature polar
bear blanket and sipping water i was told that i was glowing.
indeed! thank you sweet, beautiful melanie! thank you also
to michael/michelle and to sandbox!
glowing hugz,
patti

